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Abst rac t - -We study the following generalized 1D Ginzburg-Landau equation on ~ = (0, c~) x 
(0, oo): ut = (1 + i~)uzx + (al + ibl)[U[2uz + (a2 + ib2)u2ux - (1 + iv)[u[4u with initial and Dirichlet 
boundary conditions u(x, O) = h(x), u(0, t) = Q(t). Under suitable conditions, we prove that there is 
a unique H 1 weak solution that exists for all time. ~) 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Genera l i zed  Ginzburg-Landau equation, Local and global existence, Analytic semi- 
group of contraction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The cubic Ginzburg-Landau equation (GL) 
(1 1) 
is often used to describe the amplitude volution of instability waves in a large variety of dissi- 
pative systems, for example, in fluid dynamics. It frequently occurs as the leading term in an 
asymptotic expansion of envelope solutions for exact models such as Navier-Stocks equation [1]. 
It is of physical interest o carry the expansion to second order [2,3]. The leads to the following 
generalized GL: 
u~ = (1 + i#)uxz + (al + ibl) lul2uz + (a2 + ib2) u2~x - (1 + i~)lulau - (ao + ibo) lul2u + vu. (1.2) 
1 If 4 > (bl - b2) 2, then (1.2) with initial data u(x,O) 6 Hper[0, L] possesses a global classical 
solution in C([0, co); Hpler[0, n]) N C1([0, co)" 1 , Hper[0 , L]) [4]. It also has been found that the cubic 
terms involving part ia l  derivatives can signif icantly slow the propagat ion speed of moving fronts 
and pulses [2] and must  be balanced by the f ifth-order term and the second derivat ive term. 
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There are many papers in the literature regarding the GL equation and its generalized versions 
in one and two dimension [5-14]. However, most of them study the initial value or periodic 
boundary value problems. Yet, in many cases of physical interest, the mathematical models leads 
to the forced problems when a nonzero boundary condition is imposed [15,16]. Forced problems 
occur when an external force is applied to the time evolution of systems governed by nonlinear 
partial differential equations. The forcing is often put in as a boundary condition of Dirichlet or 
Neumann type when x = 0. To establish the model for the forced GL equation, one considers the 
unstable waves specified for all times at the reflection point, and asks for the time development 
if the nonlinear phenomena t that point. The relevant mathematical model reads 
ut = (1 + i#)uxx - (1 + iu) lu ~u + 7u, (1.3) 
u(x,  O) = h(x),  u(O, t) = Q(t).  (1.4) 
For (1.3),(1.4), a global classical solution is available when uS > 0 or Iv I _< v~ [17]. For the GL 
equation posed in the finite domain 0 < x < L, 0 _< t < cc with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary 
condition, a unique weak solution in H 1 can be obtained by using the Galerkin-Vishik method 
[18,19]. 
However, we are not aware of any results regarding a generalized GL equation (1.2) with initial 
condition and either nonzero Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. 
In this paper, we will study (1.2) with initial and nonzero Dirichlet boundary data. For 
simplicity, we assume that a0 = b0 = 7 = 0. Under suitable conditions, we prove the global 
existence. 
2. LOCAL  EX ISTENCE THEOREM 
We study the following initial-boundary value problem for a generalized Ginzburg-Landau 
equation: 
ut=( l+ i#)uxx+(a l+ ib l ) lu l2ux+(a2+ib2)u2~tx- ( l+ iu ) lu l4u ,  x , t>O,  (2.1) 
u(x,  O) = h(x),  x >_ O, (2.2) 
u(O, t) = Q(t) ,  t >_ O, (2.3) 
with compatibil ity condition h(0) = Q(0). We have the following local existence-uniqueness 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. For h 6 H 1 = HI(R+) ,  Q 6 Cl[0, c~), there exists a unique local solution 
u(t) • C([0,T); H 1) N CI( (0,T) ;  H 1) for (2.1)-(2.3). Here T depends on IIhHgl and HQIIc'. 
PROOF. We first use the standard technique of change of variables via u = v + Q(t)e -x .  This 
substitution yields v(O, t) = O, v(x,  O) = h(z)  - Q(O)e -x  = g(x),  and 
vt = (1 + iv)vzx + (hi + ibl) Iv[2vz + (a2 + ib2)v2~x 
(2.4) 
-(1 + i~,)lvl4v + Go (Q, Q', e -x) + G1 (Q, v.~, vx, ~x). 
Since Q(t) • c1([0, we have IIGoJl 2 is bounded and G1 is local Lipschitz from H 1 to L 2. 
Let 
A = - (1  + i~)Oxx + 1, (2.5) 
with D(A)  = {f  6 H2[0, c~), f(0) = 0}. One notes that D(A)  is a dense subspace of W = {u 6 
L 2, uzx • L 2} with a norm equivalent o the H2-norm. Since 
Re(Au,  u) = Iluxll 2 + Ilull 2 = [lull2H 1, (2.6) 
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for u E D(A),  here [[ • ][ denotes the norm of L 2 = L2(R+). A is strongly elliptic and -A  gener- 
ates an analytic semigroup of contraction in L 2 [20, Chapter 7, Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2]. 
Meanwhile, the eigenvalue of A is positive for any Iz. Thus, we can define the fractional power 
A n, 0 _< a <_ 1. Now X~ = D(A ~) becomes a dense subspace of X0 = L 2 with graph norm. 
In particular, let X1/2 = {u e HI (R+),u(0)  = 0}, X1 = D(A) with graph norms on X1/2, 
X1 equivalent o the usual norms on H 1 and W, respectively. Since H 1 C L °~, the nonlinear 
operator N(u)  = G1 - u satisfies 
I[N(u) - N(v)ll ~ cllu- v[IH~, u,v e X~/2, (2.7) 
where the Lipschitz constant c depends continuously on HUlIH1, IIVNH1. Hence, N : H 1 = X1/2 c 
L 2 = X0 is Lipschitz continuous and Assumption F of [20, Chapter 6] is satisfied on any open 
subset U of X1/2. We may therefore apply Theorem 6.3.1 of [20] to conclude that the initial 
value problem 
dv 
d-t + Av = N(v) ,  v(O, t) = O, v(x, O) = g(z) e g 1, (2.8) 
has a unique local solution v(t) C C([O,T);L 2) A C1([0,~ -) : L 2) for some T > 0 depending on g. 
In fact, short-time existence holds in H 1, as we now indicate via the method of Henry [21]. 
Note that A defined above is a sectorial operator [21, Definition 1.3.1], we can therefore apply 
Theorems 3.3.3 and 3.5.2. of [21] with r = a = 1/2 to conclude that v(t) E C([O,T);H 1) 
C I ( (O ,T ) ;H  1) for some T > 0, possibly smaller than r. Thus, the local existence theorem is 
proved. 
3. GLOBAL EX ISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section, we will prove the following global existence theorem. For this, we need to obtain 
the bound of Ilullgl for any given T > 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  Ivl < v/5/2 and (lal] + la21 + 1511 + 1521) 2 < 2(3 -- 2X/1 + u2), then the local 
solution in Theorem 2.1 is a global so]ution. 
PROOF. Let P = us(0, t). The following identities can be easily verified by integrating by parts 
and substituting the original equation. First, 
dllul[ = -2  Re(1 + i#)PQ - 211uxll 2 - (al + a2) LQL 4 
(3.1) 
/j /0 +2(bl - b2) lul2u5~ dx - 2 lu] 6 dx. 
Second, 
/0 IluxII 2 = -2  Re PQ '  - 211uxxll 2 - 2 Re (al + ibl) ]uI2uxfiz~ dx (3.2) 
/o /0 -2  Re (a2 + ib2) u2~x dx + 2 Re(1 + iu) [ul4u~x~ dx. 
Third, the difficulty in the nonzero Dirichlet problem is that we could not get the estimate 
for I[uH by (3.1) like the paper [4] under the condition 4 > (bl - 52) 2. So, we need the following 
identity: 
/0 /0 -~ u~x dx = -QQ'  - i#lPI 2 + 2i lm uzzfiz + 2i Im (al + ibl)lUl2]u~l 2 dx (3.3) 
/0 /j +2i Im (a2 + ib2) u2f~2 x dx - 2i Im (1 + iv)lul4ufix dx. 
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By taking the imaginary part on both sides of (3.3) and integrating in t variable, we obtain 
/o' /o" /o" # ]p]2 dT ---- -- Im ufi~ dx + Im hf¢ dx 
I' I'/o" /o'I" - Im Q(~' dT + 2 Im u..f~, dx dr - 2 Im (1 + iu)[u[4u~, dx dr 




/o'// +c' 0ul 6 + ]ut41uxl 2+ luxl 2) dx dT, 
for some c' > 0 depends only on ]lQHc'([o,oo)), HhlIH 1, al, a2, bl, and b2. 
We need to estimate the following term in (3.2) (where lu]4uf~xx = u3fi2fixx): 
Re(1 + iu) u3f~2f~,~ dx = Re(1 + iu)uaf~2f~ J  
- Re(1 + iv) 3]ul4lu~12dx-Re( l+iu)  2]ul2u2f~2xdx 
(3.6) // // = - Re(1 + iu)IQI4QP - 3 ]ul4luxl 2 dx - 2 Re(1 + iv) lul2u2fi~ dx 
__<~ - - (3 - -21~- '~ 2) ~oC~tu]4]Uxl2dx - Re(1 ÷ ibt)lQ]4Q~ ).
Let T be any positive number, 0 _< t < T and lal[ ÷ [a2[ ÷ ]bll + ]b21 = ta. Since ]u I < x/~/2, 
there is a number 5 = 3 - 2v/1 + u 2 > 0. By the condition of Theorem 3.1, we have/32 < 25. In 
our attempt o establish an upper bound for u in H 1, c is treated as a generic constant. From 
(3.1), (3.2), and (3.6), we get 
d 
fo ~ fo °° 
-2  [ul6 dx + ciel +21bl - b21 [u[3[u~l dx 
(3.7) 
~ lul4luxl 2 dz + 2(}bl - b21) ~ (-- C-- 21]Uxx[[2 -- 2[[Uxl]2 -- 2 [ul~ dx + c[P[ + 5 2 [[u[]2 
[U]4]Ux]2 dx + 5HUxz[[2 -- 2~ [uJ4]ux]2 dx 
1 2(Ibl - b2]) 2 5 9f ~ _< c - ~llu~l l :  - 2lluxll 2 -I/ul[~ + clP] + ~ Ilull 2 - ~ [u]4lu~[ 2 dx. 
By Cauchy inequality, (3.7) becomes 
1 2 
d (l[ul? + 21lul l?) < -211~112 - ~ l l~ l l  - II~ll~ dt 
(3.8) 
c 2 5 f0 °° +m]P[ 2 + -~ + CO]]U]] 2 -- ~ I u]alux[2 dx' 
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for some co > 0 and any m > 0 (to be determined later). Hence, 
Ilull~, + ~t (2iluxl[ 2 
<~+ 
+211ull~+~llu=~ll +~ luI4Iu:~12dz dT 
/0 /0 m IPI 2 dT + Co Ilu][ 2 tiT. 
(3.9) 
Now we subst i tu te  (3.5) in (3.9) to get 
I [u I I21' - t  - 211uxll 2 + 21lull ~ + ~[[u~[[ 2 + ~ lul41u~ dx dT 
fo' m ~ fot ~ C-{-C 0 IluN2 dT-~--~II~I, IIH 1 +c 'm + m (]lulI2 + lluzzl[ 2) d'r (3.10) 
f /o  ~ +c'm (lul 6 + tul4Iu~l 2+ lull 2) exam. JO 
We choose m such that  m/[#l  < 1, m < 1/2,  and  c 'm < ra in{2 , (5 /6 )} ,  then  (3.10) can be 
rewr i t ten  as 
f Ilu][~l <_ Mo + M [[UH2H 1dT. (3,11) 
By Gronwal l ' s  lemmal  IiuiI~l is bounded when 0 < t < T. By  the  semigroup theory  and 
since T is a rb i t ra r i l y  given, the  so lut ion u to (2.1)-(2.3) is global. The  proof  of Theorem 3.1 is 
f inished. 
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